How Did We Get Here?
Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it
What is Heritage?
Heritage is:

Those things from the past which are valued enough today to save for future generations
It doesn’t have to be old!
What is History?
History is:
The discovery, collection, organisation and presentation of information about the past.
Everywhere has a history and everywhere has a heritage
Miners warn of heritage fallout

By BRADEN QUARTERMAINE
Business Reporter

A plan to heritage list a huge part of the Kimberley has drawn an angry response from the mining industry, which says it would create additional red tape and hamper an end to the mining boom.

The Federal Government is assessing the West Kimberley region for heritage listing, with a decision expected within two years.

The Associated Mining and Exploration Companies said the move would have a devastating impact on mineral exploration and investment in mining.

AMEC public affairs manager Darren Brown said the Heritage Council approved the request that the future of mining would be seriously damaged. Those involved in mineral exploration and mining projects, particularly in WA, are subjected to an already burdensome approval process, he said.

“Adding more registering Nations to the list...”

Creasy wins fight to get house off heritage list

YASMIN PHILLIPS

Millionaire prospector Mark Creasy is more time to consider the issue.

Mr Watson told the Legislative Council that it would set a dangerous

more of the most controversial backyard

issues since the Heritage of Western

Australia Act was introduced in 1994.

Heritage hammered in landmark case

The heritage issue has been given a huge jolt by the Town Planning Appeals Tribunal - the body that makes the final decisions on planning in WA.

The three-person trio, led by George Williams, they said that all application.

They said that all... they said: “If a

Heritage protection gone mad

JENNY DANGER

The owners of a derelict Highgate house blighted by squatters and eaten by termites have been turned out by the local council from knocking it down.

Developer caught in heritage row

Mark Drummond
Chief Reporter

The application of a developer licence for the Highgate property was made at the Advertiser Town, which has enabled heritage value and was already

Town of Vincent says this dilapidated house can’t be knocked down - because a clothing retailer once lived here.
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“Hold on to that which is good for your children and your children’s children …”
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